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Minutes of the Liberal Studies Committee (LSC)  

August 30, 2016 

UC - Cardinal 
 

Members Present: Alicia Cameron, Baldwin Sanders, Carol Burton, Erin McNelis, Ethan Schilling, Gayle Wells, Hugh 

Jack, Jim Deconinck, Jen Schiff, Kae Livsey, Katherine Mathews, Leigh Angel, Randa Hodges, and Steve Wallace 

Members Absent:  Damon Sink, Elizabeth McRae, Jessica Zellers, and Julie Johnson-Busbin 

Recorder: Deidre Hopkins 

 Introductions around the room.  

 

 Selection of the Committee Chair:  Carol Burton opened the floor for volunteers and/or nominations: 

 Gayle Wells nominated Jim Deconinck. 

 Jim Deconinck withdrew his nomination. 

 Jen Schiff nominated herself. 

 Motion was made by Jim Deconinck to appoint Jen Schiff as the Chair of the Liberal Studies 

Committee.  The motion was seconded by Ethan Schilling.  No further discussion.  All were in favor 

and the motion was carried.  

 

 Selection of the UCC Representative:  Carol Burton opened the floor for volunteers and/or nominations: 

 Jim Deconinck volunteered. 

 The members of the committee appointed Jim Deconinck as the LSC representative on the University 

Curriculum Committee by a unanimous vote.  

 

 Discussion/Updates to the Addendum – The LSC Response and Action Plan to the P3 Report:  

 Question 1(a) Action Items: 

 Director of Assessment to deliver to LSC possible options for migrating and assessing the outcome, 

fall 2016. 

 Steve Wallace will look into this and will provide feedback.   

 In fall 2016 the LSC will work with the Associate Provost for Undergraduate Studies to promote the 

inputting their HIPs into the FAD, and in particular to educate the faculty on the flexibility afforded to 

them by the FAD, in which they are allowed to capture activities that may be considered HIPs even 

though they do not precisely conform to the standard list established by the Association of American 

Colleges and Universities (AACU) 

 Carol Burton stated that the FAD now includes an option for faculty to indicate HIPs.  

 There is a working group who will be looking at HIPs across the board as a way to capture 

what faculty believe they are doing as far as HIPs.   

 The deletion to the Liberal Studies Document will be proposed by the chair of LSC to the Faculty 

Senate in fall 2016. 

 Jen Schiff will take care of this. 
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 Associate Provost of Undergraduate Studies and the director of assessment will, beginning in fall 

2016, provide assessment teams with access to the data collected in the annual assessment of 

programs, so they can integrate their perception of student learning in the context of the Liberal 

Studies outcomes with the data gathered for university-level assessment. Further, beginning in fall 

2016, the presence of writing and information use in courses will be made a point of emphasis in the 

curricular process for Liberal Studies. 

 Carol Burton stated that this is a huge request and would need to discuss further with the 

LSC, the English Dept, WRKS program.  We will follow up later this semester with this request 

after appropriate conversations have taken place.  

 Unsure of the action item for this Question.  We will look at this again to give appropriate 

feedback.  

 Question 1(b) Action Items: 

 Once the P3 report and recommendations are approved and online, spring 2016, the chair of LSC 

will write to the chairs of History and Philosophy and Religion to provide them with the standardized 

language to be included in the syllabus. Instructors of P3 courses in fall 2016 will be required to 

submit their syllabi on the H-drive. The director of assessment will administer this process, with the 

LSC and the Associate Provost for Undergraduate studies responsible for checking the syllabuses. 

The email to the chairs will be generalized and placed online in the Liberal Studies assessment area, 

spring 2016, as a way to instruct faculty in all categories about the requirement of placing this 

information in their syllabuses. 

 Unsure whether Brent Kinser (former chair) had administered this process prior to his 

departure.  Jen Schiff will look into this and take care of any loose ends.  

 The chair of LSC will include information in his email to the chairs of History and Philosophy and 

Religion, and will also include it in the generalized instructional document to be published online. 

Completed, Spring 2016. 

 Unsure whether Brent Kinser (former chair) had administered this process prior to his 

departure.  Jen Schiff will look into this and take care of any loose ends. 

 Question 2 Action Items: 

 Once leadership is stabilized in the Coulter Faculty Commons, fall 2016, the LSC will work with the 

new director to implement focus group interviews of students. 

 The Coulter Faculty Commons has a new permanent director and Jen Schiff will follow up.  

 The director of assessment has altered the process for collecting student artifacts from faculty, who 

now place this work into a folder that corresponds with one outcome, thus eliminating the problem 

recognized by the P3 assessment team. Completed, spring 2016. 

 David Onder took care of this prior to his departure.  Carol Burton will meet with Steve 

Wallace (Director of Assessment) to catch him up to date.  

 The director of assessment will determine the best process for solving this problem and implement in 

the gathering of student work in the C5, P4, P5, and P6 categories (Fall 2016). 

 Steve Wallace is aware and will follow-up accordingly.  

 The director of assessment will incorporate into assessment process, fall 2016. 

 Steve Wallace is aware and will follow-up accordingly.   

 Question 3 Action Items: 
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 The Associate Provost for Undergraduate Studies will work with the Coulter Faculty Commons to 

incorporate this instruction into the new faculty orientation, summer 2016. 

 Carol Burton was given time on the New Faculty Orientation agenda to answer any questions 

regarding Liberal Studies.  

 Taking it a step further, in collaboration with the Office for Undergraduate Studies and the 

Coulter Faculty Commons they are working to create a Liberal Studies Resource Guide.  

 The LSC will revisit this document, which serves as the action plan, in early spring 2017 to assess the 

status of the recommendation put forward in this document. 

 The LSC will continue to work on the action plan. 

 

 Update on Assessment  

 We will need to confirm where we are with the artifacts for C2 (Mathematics).  

 Need to confirm who has already volunteered to serve on the FYS, ULP, P1 and C2 Assessment 

Teams.  

 Need to update the LSC Assessment website with the other completed assessments.  

 

 APRC LSC Representative 

 Typically, the LSC chair is the ex-officio representative for the APRC committee.  In this case, it will be 

Jen Schiff.  

 

 Approval of minutes and the Addendum (LSC Response to the P3 Report): 

 The minutes from the April 28, 2016 Liberal Studies Committee meeting were provided to committee 

members and members were provided the opportunity to review the document. A motion was made 

by Gayle Wells to approve the minutes and the addendum (LSC Response to the P3 Report).  The 

motion was seconded by Ethan Schilling.  No further discussion.  All was in favor and the motion was 

carried.  

 

 Motion was made by Gayle Wells to adjourn the meeting. The motion was seconded by Jim Deconinck.  No 

further discussion.  All was in favor and the motion was carried. 

Time of meeting adjournment: 4:07pm 

 


